
The mobile Telephemes. The use of mobile
phone calls in contemporary cinema

Abstract

The following essay is a brief walkthrough into why mobile phone call
scenes are very popular in contemporary western cinema. To have an
overall understanding of the issues involved, the essay will give an intro-
duction on traditional telephemes and the social implications of mobile
communication. Afterwards, the paper will depict a theory, which states
that gossip practice and mobile gossip have a major involvement of con-
temporary film viewers.

Introduction
Literature shows that telephone call scenes have always been important in west-
ern contemporary popular cinema [Schantz08, Chion03]. For this reason this
essay will start by giving a brief introduction on popular cinema rhetoric to
try and comprehend, above all, how filmmakers have experimented with tra-
ditional phone call scenes. In fact, these kinds of scene are very effective to
play with diegesis and image-sound relation. In addition, the phone has often
been used as an acousmetre [Chion03, Gunning91, Schantz08]. However, this
media in the media has more implications, whence communication becomes mo-
bile [Hartmann08]. Cell phones have made it possible to make film characters
contact others anywhere and anytime. Hence, they can change the perception
of everyday life style [Ling09]. Consequently, the paper will underline how mo-
biles have increased, or at least have made more evident, the practice of gossip
within common users[Fox01]. Consequently, it seems that filmmakers have be-
come increasingly interested in showing gossip and mobile gossip practice within
teenagers and women [Behm08, Fortunati08]. To give more concreteness to these
ideas the footnotes will include explanations of film scene examples, which sus-
tain the theoretical issues. The final aim is to show that gossip, mobiles and
films are becoming increasingly interconnected [Fortunati08]. As a matter of
fact, media in the media are addictive to each other [Castells96].
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The representation of phone in cinema. The symbols and
the creative strategies behind telephemes
Film is a form of art often used to represent human individuals, society and their
relationship to each other and to their world [Prendergast86]. Moreover films,
like most contemporary cultural expressions, are, in different ways, involved in
how media and new technologies affect men [Castells96]. Accordingly, filmmak-
ers find this topic extremely challenging [Gunning91]1 . Regarding film repre-
sentation, Eco[Eco76] and Tremonte [Tremonte95] state that filmmakers tend
to represent an idea rather than explain the idea itself. In addition, Castells
[Castells96] says that communication and technologies change our culture and
not only our perceptions2 . However, he also states that film is a language
that has always had the tendency to fit the audience. Therefore, films must
be familiar, but, in order to be efficacious, in an intriguing way [Tremonte95].
Hence, popular cinema tends to be just a re-creation of the already existing
reality in a spectacular manner [Wood02]. Even so, we must not forget that the
perception of reality itself is influenced by how the cinematic media represents
it. Accordingly, it is important to notice that the use of communication tech-
nologies is part of everyday life [Katz02]. Moreover, the power of the media is
a concept people consciously or unconsciously grasp [Ling09]. This means that,
by showing communication technologies, filmmakers can represent, in a suitable
way, the issues of human communication itself [Schantz08].

This essay, however, will only analyse the use of mobile phones in contem-
porary cinema 3. Telephemes4 are traditional phone call scenes in cinema. The
study of mobile telephemes, which means they involve at least one cell phone, is
not very developed, because, so far, scholars have been more focused on classical
telephemes [Chion03, Schantz08].

Nevertheless, since mobile phones share all the characteristics of traditional
phones, also from a sociological point of view [Ling09], I believe that consid-
erations on classical telephemes can be extremely useful. Chion [Chion03] has
identified many kinds of telephemes in the history of cinema and has noticed
that, often, the type of telepheme is more important than what the two film

1The history of a genre like sci-fi shows the cultural role of high-tech and the rituals it
is involved in. It is often the use of communication technologies that provide the themes
and critiques, which makes these films so interesting [Whittington07]. Think of how the
relationship between communication and technologies is shown in films like 2001 A Space
Oddisey ( Kubrick, 1968 ), THX 1138 ( Lucas,1973) , Tron ( Lisberger, 1982 ), The Matrix
( Watchosky, 1999 ) etc.

2This is because, when using languages and media, we don’t perceive reality, but only
what our languages let us communicate. This concept is Castells’s [Castells96] reworking of
Mc Luhan’s idea that “The Media is the Message”

3Nevertheless, I prefer not to draw a line between what can be considered contemporary
or not, because I believe it can be misleading and not very useful. However, the first famous
mobile telephemes are those in the film Hook (Spielberg, 1991), which shows how the cell phone
has changed people habits and has made working men available anytime and anywhere.

4Telephemes is a term that has Greek origins and means “ afar saying” and was utilised
first in early 20th century literature and then in journalism. Since it has become less and less
popularly used, Michel Chion has recovered this term to coin telephone conversation scenes
in films.
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characters actually say to each other during the phone call. In addition, commu-
nication between two characters is an expedient for particular kinds of picture
and sound editing5 . In fact, the use of editing techniques in these scenes
is perceived by film viewers not only as acceptable, but, even more, effective
[Gunning91, Ondaatje11, Kenny11, Ganti11]. Moreover, the audience wants to
continuously understand as well as possible the difference between what char-
acters say and what they think [Chion03]. The audience, generally, does this
by searching for cues in the character’s body language, facial expressions and
details in the voice [Maaso09]. This is something that people already do in real
life when they see someone else on the phone [Fox01]. Thereby, filmmakers can
play with the audience’s expectations, either by showing the face and or the
body of only one person on the phone or by showing both. In the same way, the
sound designer can make listeners hear just one side of the conversation or both6

. This opens up to many possibilities in sound-image interactions [Schantz08].
Particularly interesting are the telephemes, which play with time perception7 ,
space perception8 and character perception [Gunning91]. Telephemes seem to
have all the conditions to let filmmakers experiment with the borders of diegesis
and visibility9 [Chion03]. This means that filmmakers can decide how to build
a relationship between the film viewers and the film characters 10.

Nevertheless, the phone is not just a strategic excuse for filmmakers to make
sounds and images interact efficaciously, but has also been used as an Object11

5Gunning [Gunning91]gives many examples of how editing cuts are used in video and
audio montage of telephemes. These techniques are used, above all, to continuously give the
audience a change of perspective.

6For example in the film Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love
the Bomb ( Kubrick, 1964) there are many telephemes where the viewer can only hear and
see one of the people on the phone. This has the effect of making the film viewers curious.
Also, it makes the phone call ridicuolous. In fact, the viewer can’t really make sense of what
he is hearing.

7In the film Memento (Nolan, 2000 ) there are many telephemes involving an acousmatic
character. As there is no chronological order, these phone calls can help to understand the
real order of events, but, at the same time, it can be misleading.

8In Die Hard: With a Vengeance ( Mc Tiernan, 1995) there is a scene in which the
protagonist searches for sound cues on where the antagonist is calling from. Therefore, it is
possible for the protagonist to understand the antagonist’s position even if he doesn’t want
to reveal it.

9The border of diegesis stands for the differences between what the audience and the film
characters can perceive. The border of visibility stands for how the film viewer perceives
sounds and if he can associate them to something shown in the image. Filmmakers can choose
what they think is the best way to make a phone call be perceived by the characters and the
audience.

10Thom [Thom03, Thom11a, Thom11b] always puts forward the magnitude of diegesis, be-
cause a film maker, by forcing film viewers to perceive a scene from the character’s perspective,
can suggest a particular point of view and of audition. Therefore, this creates empathy be-
tween character and viewer. Moreover, the film viewer, watching a telepheme, is, after all, like
someone overhearing a phone call in real life. This is very important, because eavesdropping
creates bonds between the overheard and the over hearer, even if they don’t know each other
[Fox01].

11The word Object is used as Eco[Eco76] would in the sense that “The codes of recognition
are those for which I need only to see something of an object to link to everything that is
involved with that same object”
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to make film characters do something paranormal. Like many other media, the
phone can be used or perceived as an acousmetre12 [Chion03]. In fact, the medi-
ated voice has been used to impose one’s will over others 13. Schantz [Schantz08]
says that, occasionally, people unconsciously associate the voice from the phone
to a godly being, because people cannot always associate a body to the voice
they hear on the phone. For these reasons filmmakers have used the phone caller
as someone with “super powers”14 , above all telepathy, and the mediated voice
as a representation of something divine 15. Schafer [Schafer93] also reminds us
that both the phone and film use schizo-phonic sounds16 . This means that in
both cases the listener must interpret the rendered sound source and other in-
formation regarding the source by using given sound cues and the synchronized
image17. Thereby, it would seem that, when watching a telepheme, the audience
has to cross correlate what is ubiquitous due to the phone call and, also, due to
the film itself. However, these cross correlations seem to help and intrigue the
viewer, rather than make him feel more lost [Schantz08]. Consequently, film-
makers have used these unconscious dissociations[Milicevic09]. This happens
also because they compel the listener to change viewing and listening modes18
[Sonnenschein01, Chion03, Thom03]. Anyway, the change in the mediated voice
can guide the audience to pay attention to the prosody of the speaker, to the
meaning of his words or to the actual sound source on the other end of the
phone19 [Maaso09].

In conclusion, it is interesting to see how many different symbolical associa-
tions come into play during a phone call conversation and even more during a
telepheme. In fact, the film viewer during these scenes is involved in something

12Chion [Chion03] uses the term acousmetre to define any object or non human creature
with a human voice. The ways the mediated voice of an acousmetre is designed is indicative
of the supernatural powers the phone and its user are symbolically given.

13The film Phone Booth (Schumacher, 2002) shows the power of the acousmetre. In fact,
there is a scene, where the killer obliges the protagonist to call his wife and tell her all the
truth. The protagonist does this, not only because he feels threatened, but because, not
knowing who the killer is, makes him weak.

14In the film Joey (Emmerich, 1985 ) the boy protagonist communicates with his dead
father with a toy-phone. After this event, he has more and more supernatural and godly
powers like telekinesis and connections with the afterlife.

15In Bruce Almighty (Shadyac, 2003) God interestingly contacts Bruce using a phone .
Another famous example is the scene in Dead Poets Society (Weir, 1989) where the students
play a joke to the principal, by making a phone ring in a church and then saying “It’s for you.
It’s God!”.

16The word schizo-phonic refers to the split between an original sound and its electro-
acoustic reproduction.

17Accordingly, the telepheme forces the film viewer to accept the dissociation between what
Doane [Doane80] defines the space of the cinema, the space of the diegesis and the screen
itself.

18Sonnenschein[Sonnenschein01] defines four listening modes which indicate the different
kinds of information a listener can be induced to listening, by showing a particular image or be-
cause of previous sounds. They are Semantic, Causal, Reduced and Narrative. Thom[Thom03]
notices that the same thing happens with images. In fact, a sound or a sound property can
invite the viewer to look at the picture with a different attitude.

19For example in Terminator 2:Judgement day ( Cameron, 1991) both terminators fake
their voices to deceive the other phone speaker and to understand better how truthful the
person on the other side of the phone is.
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very familiar to him and, hence, is in the condition to notice many important
details, because it is something that should interest him. The way the people on
the phone are shown, the way the conversation is heard, the way the mediation
of the phone intervenes and the use of speech is crucial for the understanding
of these telephemes.

Mobile telephemes show that cell phones are an extension
of men
In this chapter, I will give a brief idea of a few of the many important social
implications in cell phone communication. I believe them to be extremely im-
portant because they represent contemporary society [Rosenbaum10], add new
ways of designing metaphors, give new ways for characters to interact and, so,
can exploit the already existing telepheme strategies. In the previous chapter, I
stated that cell phones have all the characteristics of traditional phones. How-
ever, this sentence is not entirely true. First of all, mobile technologies offer
many new ways of communicating and, so, the mobile phone call has become a
very complex and structured series of actions. Like with the traditional phone,
the call choreography20 starts before someone dials a number or hears the phone
ringing [Katz02]. The body movements of someone who has to make a phone call
or is waiting for one are very peculiar and are very indicative of his expectations
and feelings [Ling09]21 . Even more, the way people get obsessed by these tech-
nologies and their need to be in contact with others is very representative of the
kind of people they are or want to show they are [Hartmann08]. For example,
as it occurs in many films, the cell phone connectivity failure or unstableness22
is something, which shows how much people feel lost, lonely and stressed once
they become aware of their isolation [Bull07, Castells96]23 . However, the most
important reason why one shows off how he is communicating is that there is a
correspondence between phone exposition and how the exposing person wants
to exhibit his social skills and status24 . For example, an important feature

20Katz [Katz06] uses this term because the mobile phone call is a set of very sophisticated
actions that, overall, can be compared to choreography, as if it were a ritual dance.

21For example in the film He’s just not that into you (Kwapis, 2009) there is a character
that is continuously obsessed by the fact that the last man, she had a date with, isn’t calling
her back. This makes her always look at the cell phone display and make her worry that her
phone could be not properly fuctioning.

22In the film Domino (Scott, 2005) there is a scene in which the mediated communication
is so bad that, what is being said creates stress and is misunderstood.

23There is an interesting link on Youtube, which shows how many films
include a scene where the characters become stressed because there is
no cell phone signal or because the cell phone batteries have ran down.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=XIZVcRccCx0 This website
was visited last in November 2011.

24However, the showing off of cell phones in cinema is also linked to product placement
[VanDerWaldt07, Galician04]. An example of social status show off film is The ugly truth
(Luketic, 2009) in which the male protagonist teaches the woman how to seduce other man.
He often criticizes her way of communicating on the phone because it exposes a non-seductive
side of her. Instead, an example of object product placement is in the film Casino Royale
(Campbell, 2006). In this movie there are many scenes, which show the brand of the phone
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of the mobile is the ringtone status, which is a representation of how the user
wants to show off [Levinson04]25 . Even more, once the receiver understands
someone is calling him, he has, again, the choice to reply or not. In fact, the
mobile interface can tell you if the person calling is included in its agenda and
who he is26 . If the call is taken, an interactive series of actions takes place. At
the same time, the receiver and the caller try to understand if the other person
is whom they think it is, where he is, what he is doing and if he is free to chat.
This is done, by actually asking the correspondent questions or by searching
for sound cues from what arrives via the mediated communication [Katz02]27.
With the fixed phone, it was implied that there had to be a relation between
the person calling and his spatial position [Levinson04] . Instead, the potential
mobility of the cell phone user implies that there could be a continuous change
in his position and of what he is doing contemporarily28 . Nonetheless, we must
not forget that another important feature of mobile communication is deferred
messaging [Ling09]29. In fact, one chooses to write a message, send a photo, a
video or simply to call, depending on how he wants to impose himself on the life
of others. This is something often represented in cinema30 [Rosenbaum10]. De
facto, while with a phone call it is implied that the two people involved become
busy, with deferred communication the sender is free to reply, whenever the
other can or wants to [Bull07].

very gratuitously.
25A cell phone can be turned on or off, it can be ringing, vibrating, or completely silent.

Each of these statuses can correspond to a different will to show off[Levinson04].
26Bull [Bull07] stresses how much intimate information the cell phone has about us. For

example, the agenda and the saved text messages contain detailed personal info and can tell
much about the social life of a person. Also, these agendas and applications to write text on
phone have become very customizable. Therefore, they can tell something more about how
that person relates to the words on the text. For example, in the film Black Swan (Aronofsky,
2010) the protagonist often looks at the cell phone, before replying. This way, the viewer can
see in very big characters the word “MOM”. This helps to convey the idea of how much they
are both obsessed with each other.

27Space cues and sound that have a causal or cultural meaning can all help the listener
understand where the person on the other side of the phone exactly is and what he is doing.
For example in the film The Matrix (Watchowsky,1999) the characters often ask if the phone
line is tapped and use catch-phrases to be sure the communication is safe. In addition, in the
many phone scenes, many sound cues are given to understand if something is wrong on the
other side of the phone line.

28Chion defines one particular kind of telepheme, which involves the movement of someone
on the phone. One famous example is the first scene in Scream (Craven, 1996) in which the
killer is walking around the house where the girl is. Only after some time he reveals to her
how close she has come to where she is, thanks to the mobility of the cell phone.

29Deferred messaging stands for the already existing answering machines, but also for text
messaging, picture messaging and video messaging. In many films like Get him to the Greek
(Stoller, 2010) there are scenes where the text of an sms is shown. In this film, it is done
because it wants to be a strong pronouncement of one character towards the receiver. This
is also accentuated by the use of a smiley, another feature of text-messages, which symbolizes
the sender’s sarcasm.

30For example in the film Kaboom (Araki, 2010) the protagonist uses his mobile phone in
many different ways. For example, if he wants to be naughty or doesn’t want others to be
able to reply, he will use text messaging. Instead, he will call someone when he wants to have
a proper discussion.
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As this quick analysis shows the cell phone has made the contemporary cell
user more mobile, multitasking, and more in control of his social life, in many
different ways he can choose from [Katz06]. The mobile user also becomes more
creative, in the sense that he creates his own reality, made of his cell phone
soundscapes31 and mental films32 [Bull06]. This means that the mobile man
can easily delude himself he is never lonely, because he forgets that technolog-
ical mediation can correspond to physical isolation33 [Bull07]. Thus, he can
continuously contact others and can decide to be easily reached on the phone34
[Levinson04].

Therefore, it becomes clear that, even more than with the traditional phone,
the cell phone is a very strong acousmetre. In fact, the mobile can be used as
an instrument to have divine-like or supernatural powers and to have control
over others [Katz06]. A first example of this is the fact that the mobile user
is ubiquitous, because anytime and anywhere, by calling anyone, he can be
informed of what is going on, wherever the receiver is. Hence, he can take
control of those actions remotely35 .

31Ling [Ling09] and Bull [Bull07] don’t actually use the term “Cell phone Soundscapes”, but
they often refer to all the sounds that one hears during a phone call and to all the sounds
coming from ringtones. However, they stress the fact that they are usually caused by the
social rituals one is involved in, when there is a mobile phone call. A few examples are the
ways people project their voice during a phone call or the fact they demand the silence of
those around them.

32When someone is on the cellphone he usually tries to imagine what the other person is
describing to him and creates his own ideal vision of the things described and of the describing
person. The same thing happen when watching a film[Milicevic09]. Harttman [Hartmann08]
points out an interesting film example. Elizabethtown (Crowe, 2005 ) shows in a very emblem-
atic way the idea of cell phone mental films. In fact, the two characters, at the beginning,
know each other via mediated technology. Afterwards, because they like each other, they
decide to meet physically. However, the result is unfortunate because they do not find the
people they thought they knew.

33Technological physical isolation was more evident with other mobile technologies like with
another ancestor of the cell phone, which is the walk-man. Bull [Bull07] observes that the
reason to this is that the mobile constructs bubbles in which the intimate and the public
continuously interact. Many films of the 1980s represented the teenager as a lonely isolated
individual. This was easily represented, by showing someone listening to loud music on ear-
phones. For example in La Boum ( Pinoteau, 1980 ) the most famous scene shows a young
boy who seduces the protagonist, by making her hear the love song theme on his walkman.
In the scene all the sounds outside the love song are instantly muted to convey the idea that
she is just alone with him.

34However, Levinson [Levinson04] stresses that, because everyone is always claiming for
others to be in contact, it means that people loose their freedom to be alone or not to have
to say something. This concept is metaphorically represented in the bizarre film One Missed
Call (Valette, 2008) . In this film the characters receive phone calls from their future selves,
telling them how they will be killed. These telephemes want to give the idea that these special
communications can take control of life and free will.

35An interesting super-power mobile telepheme is in Law abiding citizen (Gray, 2009) where
Clyde Shelton deceives the murder, by making him believe he has control of what is happening.
In fact, the murderer hears a non-recognizable mediated voice on his phone, telling him how
to escape from a dangerous situation. However, it was Clyde Shelton, actually speaking. The
unknown voice was just bait for his trap, he knew he would have followed. In another scene
the phone is instead used like a weapon to have revenge on the judge who did not do him
justice. What is interesting is that, because the phone is mobile, the killer had the possibility
to choose exactly when and where to make the phone explode.
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Moreover, this implies that men can have mind control powers and can
control the private life of others, by imposing their own will. Furthermore,
smart-phones have given the mobile user Internet connection. This signifies even
more means of communication. It also means that a user can consult websites
and online encyclopaedias, which give the power of omniscience36 [Castells96].

Furthermore, another important social aspect of mobile communication is
the fact that everybody uses the phone differently. This means it is something
very personal and very intimate [Ling09]. Specifically, different classes, sex
genders and differently aged people have specific mobile phone habits37 [Katz06,
Levinson04]. This is very important, also in cinema, because a peculiar use of
the cell phone can represent someone of a specific class, sex gender and age
38[Satchell05, Castells96].

In conclusion, it becomes evident that mobile telephemes can have an ex-
tremely important role for popular contemporary cinema. They are not just
a strategic excuse for character interaction. They can sophisticatedly or very
grossly show the revolution of contemporary social habits, communication and
the desire for power over others and the world around them.

Could gossip be the reason why mobile telephemes are so
popular in contemporary cinema?39

In the previous chapter, it was underlined how the mobile phone gives super-
natural powers to contemporary people and to their representation in popular
movies. Hence, the next issue is what do people and film characters use these

36The cell phone has certainly given its users super powers, but has also made them weaker.
For example, Ling[Ling09] sees a link between the power of omniscience and ubiquity and the
fact that people do not see the need to remember even important details. This is because
the cell phone or other people you can contact can remember for you. In the same way, Bull
[Bull07] notices that the modern man is less patient, because he demands to know something
and to contact others whenever he pleases. For example in The Devil Wears Prada (Frankel,
2006) the protagonist’s boss demands her to be always available and to do always whatever she
pleases. The protagonist does this until she decides she can’t take it any longer. Consequently,
she throws away her cell-phone. This way she shows herself and others that she isn’t at her
command any more.

37Thus, there is always a link between cell phone usage and a particular community. How-
ever, the excess of showing off cell phone communication is easily associated to the idea of
bad manors and vulgarity [Katz06]. For example in the film The Hangover (Philips, 2009)
it is interesting to see how the tone of voice, the vocabulary and the overall attitude of the
characters, involved in mobile telephemes, change according to who the protagonists talk to
and if they want to show they are tough or nice.

38This also means that cell phone usage is a symbol of one’s social acceptance and popularity.
For example in Freddy got fingered (Green, 2001), there is a scene in which the protagonist
pretends to be using a cell phone just to make an impression on a girl he is interested in. This
behaviour should work, because being on the phone is perceived as cool by people like the
protagonist.

39In this chapter, I will make many references to the filmMean Girls (Waters, 2004) because
it is one of the few examples of films analysed for their social implications in American society
[Behm08]. Moreover, this film has many examples of telephemes, mobile telephemes and talks
about the impact of gossip on modern teenagers. Therefore, I consider it a good example of
the correlation between mediated gossip and popular mobile telephemes.
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super powers for? Research would suggest that people use the mobile phone,
above all, for gossip [Fox01]. Gossip is a social act that has an extremely im-
portant role in human life 40. The cell phone has had a revolutionary effect on
gossip because of it potentially allows anyone to make anyone communicate any-
where, anytime with anybody else41 . Therefore, communication technologies
have made gossip easier to practice, have increased the importance people give
to gossip. In addition, the way people are attracted to gossip is now more evi-
dent [Fortunati08]. Moreover, gossip and cell phone communication have much
in common, as people make phone calls and gossip, according to their gender
and social status42. Even more, both are used as acousmetres, since people use
both gossip and the phone to influence the life of others and to have control of
other people’s lives43 [Schantz08]. Furthermore, people use both type of com-
munication to amplify social relationships, by showing their social status, their
moral and social values, their feelings, their social availability and vulnerabil-
ity44 [Ling09]. What is more, gossip is an effective mean to make something
known to many others very rapidly. In fact, it is very common that, once some-
one has confided something to someone else, the latter will spread the word to
others in the same way45. This happens because people believe that, by giving

40Gossip consists in at least two people speaking to each other about someone else. However,
Fox [Fox01] highlights that people talk in the same way about people they know and about
people they don’t really know. Examples are famous people seen on media or on books
and magazines, which talk about famous people. In films like Mean Girls teenage characters
sometimes confront and compare themselves with famous people from the show business. This
way they feel that they can be like them.

41Both Fox [Fox01] and Bull [Bull07] have an optimistic vision on how mobile communication
technologies have helped gossip and, consequently, modern lifestyle. Mobile gossip has allowed
us, in fact, to return to the more natural and humane communication patterns of pre industrial
society, when there were small communities, which provided socially formative talk within in
a small but compact social group. It is interesting to see that in Mean Girls the protagonist
often compares teenage behaviour to jungle animal behaviour. Also, she imagines these animal
behaviours coming true. It is probable that the filmmakers were well aware of the similarities
between gossip and grooming in ape communities.

42In one of the first scenes in Mean Girls one of the characters is presented, while she is
speaking on her mobile phone. Other characters say about her that she knows everybody’s
secrets. This way the audience associates the idea of gossip and omniscience to the use of
the mobile phone and to social power. This is also an example of a mobile choreography
telepheme.

43For this reason Fox [Fox01] distinguishes between positive gossip and negative gossip.
The first consists of two people talking just to be informed of other people’s lives, without
malice. Instead, the negative kind happens when people say something bad of others in order
to be naughty or to feel superior to others. Both types of gossip, however, are similarly
effective in making stronger bonds between people. It is interesting to notice that both Fox
and Satchell[Satchell05] often underline that male teenagers seem less inclined to talk badly
about others. The same concept is conveyed in Mean Girls because it is nearly always girl
teenagers who talk bad about others.

44For example Fox [Fox01] observes that shy people, but, above all, teenagers find text
message gossip very effective to overcome awkwardness and inhibitions and, so, to understand
better the boundaries of their social life. For example, inMean Girls the girls occasionally have
an obsessive attitude towards their phones, because they need to check their text messages.
However, by showing this, it is implied that they are popular and have strong social bonds.

45For example in the film Mean Girls there is a telepheme strategy, which makes use of
compositing to show multiple conversations. In these conversations all the girls talk bad about
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socially important news to others, they will make their social bonds stronger
[Fox01]46. However, continuous second hand repetition implies an issue of cred-
ibility of gossip. De facto, every time news is retold it is easily modified, from
a semantical point of view or by using a misleading prosody. Frequently, this is
done voluntarily, also because this makes the gossiping act new and, therefore,
more interesting. This is even truer when gossip is mediated, because the news
can be easily misunderstood47 [Fortunati08].

Having said this, however, what this paper wants to focus on is why and
how gossip between film characters is determinant for mobile telephemes. The
first consideration is that both mobiles and gossip can be effective instruments
to help understand characters and create empathy with characters, because film
scenes dealing with social interaction and communication, also tell a lot about
the individuals represented in the interaction48 [Prendergast86]. Concerning
sound designers and actors, it seems that film viewers are strongly attracted to
how speech sounds during gossip scene. In fact, women and female characters
noticeably change the pitch and the timbre of their voice while they are gos-
siping. They also tend to animate their speech with particular prosody and a
peculiar use of body language49 . In addition, because gossip is so socially rele-
vant, people tend to pay complete attention to every little sound variation and
semantic detail of what is being said [Fox01]50 . This means that filmmakers,

each other to the others, repeating what has just been confided to them. The split-screen
technique shows this in a very effective and compelling way.

46This has, first of all, the effect of making gossip an efficacious instrument for building
large, strong social networks and, even more, has the effect of making people always hungrier
for gossip. Nobody wants to be the last to know the latest news, because being informed of
things is fundamental for social acceptance [Fox01]. For example in Mean Girls one of the
girls tends to reveal her secrets, whenever she feels socially threatened. This way she makes
her friends believe she is still socially useful and interesting for them.

47This happens, most of all, when the sentence was said in a particular tone, which could
have implied sarcasm or a cryptic communication. In addition, in mediated gossip it is cus-
tomary that news has to be told quickly in order to make it more exciting. This increases
the curiosity of the listener, who is induced to ask more. However, gossip does not necessarily
have to be mediated by technology to become ambiguous. The way information is conveyed
during rapid gossip is mainly through speech that can be easily misunderstood[Fox01]. For
example in Mean Girls the protagonist gossips about her teacher, but deliberately using the
teacher’s words out of context. This way all her friends are free to interpret these words as
they like. Moreover, since they are malicious, they interpret things the worst way possible.

48Even if past cinema has already dealt with themes like gossip and mediated communica-
tion, filmmakers prefer to make variations on what is already known, rather than search for
new topics. In fact, film audiences seem more interested in variation rather than in novelty
[Eco76]. Mean Girls follows a tradition of teenage of movies, which show how girls can be mean
to each other. However, this film handles this topic, using many different cinematographic
strategies and showing the relation between gossip and technologies.

49However, during a phone call the people on the phone cannot perceive the other’s body
language. This is why sometimes it is more offective to use text messaging. This way they can
use emoticons, which the sender can use to convey how they want their gossip to be perceived.
There are no examples of emoticons in Mean Girls, but there is, anyway, an interesting use
of written gossip. In fact, in the film the girls write all their negative gossip on a book. The
written gossip, however, is written in a very teenage-like way with slang words and malicious
pictures. This shows how they feel about the gossip itself.

50Likewise, people and film characters tend to reply to gossip with a similar expressiveness.
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to control the perception and interest of sound and images of film viewers, can
use gossiping characters. This is even truer because sounds, images and the
semantic content of gossip all present matters of trust 51.

This makes gossip scenes very intriguing, but familiar and, therefore, for
what I said in the first chapter, an efficacious move for audience involvement
[Schantz08].

All the same, mobile gossip seems to be strongly linked, most of all, to fe-
males and teenagers. Moreover, they are film stereotypes that come from the
traditional telepheme era . Nonetheless, nowadays, telephemes, involving fe-
male characters, show more the will of modern women to control others and
to express their social power [Schantz08]. This is even truer with telephemes
involving teenagers52 . In fact, recent teenage movies like Mean Girls (Waters,
2004) seem to have an influence on audiences in their beliefs regarding teenagers.
It is probable that the use of gossip and of mobile telepheme strategies easily
influence the viewers’ beliefs. This survey shows that these films are perceived
by audiences as useful references for the understanding of gender and social
roles of their times. Even more, a few teenage viewers, who watched these films,
stated that they find these characters’ behaviours appealing [Behm08]. Hence,
it becomes evident that social media influence social beliefs. 53[Hartmann08]
. This is even truer, in our case, because the media are addictive for those
who use them. Furthermore, the media in the media are even more attractive,
because they influence each other and their users [Castells96]. Thereby, mobile
telephemes, involving gossip, can be regarded as a very subtle example of in-
fluential trans-medial representation. After all, gossip itself can be considered
as a media, because it is one of the oldest means of mass communication of all
time, even if it does not necessarily imply the use of sophisticated technologies
[Fortunati08].

This stands for an interest for what has been said and helps guarantee future gossip [Fox01].
Many gossip scenes in Mean girls show how girls perform gossip. They whisper when they
want to convey the idea of a secret. They yell when they want to show how angry they
are about the latest news. They gasp, cover their mouth with their hand and use amazed
expressions when they want to show astonishment for what is being said.

51For this reason film viewers are continuously in doubt if what they hear and or see is
truthful and at what level. In addition, gossip confessions always bring an element of risk
to the film narration. Film viewers are easily absorbed by this kind of risk-taking situations,
because they are used to it, when they have to trust others in everyday life[Schantz08]. The
film Mean Girls shows how girls often trust others, by confiding secrets. Nevertheless, even if
all the girls need to trust their friends, they also need to gossip with others about whatever
they have just been told.

52For example in the film Mean Girls there is an emblematic mobile gossip telepheme.
Regina George, as soon as she sees a girl whose social life she wants to ruin, calls that girl’s
mother to tell her negative and false gossip. The mother believes, without questioning, what
she is being told, also because she cannot see whom she is talking to. This way the girl’s
reputation is ruined and Regina shows her friends how she can control and ruin another
person’s life with just one phone call.

53In the film Mean Girls there are a few scenes in which secondary film characters gossip
towards the film viewer as if the audience were a film character. Filmmakers use this strategy
to involve the film viewers in the film, because they know how attractive gossip is. This is
also an example of how film characters imitate real life, but, at the same time, film viewers
are induced to imitate the life style they see in films.
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In conclusion, it is true that films tend to represent the everyday reality of
people. It also seems to be true that film viewers, in their everyday life, tend
to imitate film characters behaviour. In the same way, film viewers are often
obsessed with film actors. In fact, people often gossip about famous people, as
if they actually knew them [Fortunati08]. People represented in cinema change
our perceptions of modern social attitudes, but, at the same time, everyday life
changes our expectations regarding film content. This creates a vicious circle
and causes an obvious loss of contact with reality. Thus, media representation
and, consequently, virtual reality become the new reality to which people aspire
[Bull06]. This eternal contemplation of media changes all beliefs and perceptions
of social life. However, this is what popular filmmakers actually want. They try
to make life look more spectacular. This way actors, characters and audience
feel so involved with each other that they become as one [Wood02].

Conclusions
Media, be it the cell phone, cinema or gossip are all instruments that under-
line the everyday loneliness of the contemporary man and people’s necessity
to create virtual social substitutes. [Levinson04, Bull06] However, sociologi-
cal issues, which are familiar, help the hermeneutic of popular film viewers.
[Prendergast86]Thus, media representation can be used in a very subtle way to
do product placement. [VanDerWaldt07, Galician04] Nevertheless, we must not
think that placement has to do only with the mobile phone as an object, but,
also, with the social experience, which is shown every time there is mobile com-
munication. De facto, secondary orality, electronic forms of communication and
their cinematic representation alter the significance of speaking and hearing and
the overall perception of the world[Fox01, Tremonte95]. Mobile telephemes, in
fact, continuously show off how these technologies have extended men’s powers
and skills. For example, the essay underlines how the cell phone is a stronger
acousmetre than the traditional phone. Thus, it is used, even more, to represent
the desire of control over others and the world[Fortunati08]. This godly desire
of mind over matter is metaphorically transmitted by the use of many particu-
lar sound and image editing techniques. Actually, they seem to be justified by
the fact that mobile users must already do “mental editing” to give the right
meaning to what they hear on the phone[Gunning91]. Also, mobile telephemes
have a strong effect in the perception of emotional distance, because these com-
plex representations of real and virtual distances are something, which affect
everyday life [Chion03, Ling09].

However, the most important assumption is that the showing off of social life
by film characters changes how people perceive society and the world[Behm08].
This creates a vicious circle, in which cinema represents the world, while peo-
ple imitate the exaggerated life style, shown in the films they go to watch.
Consequently, this has the counter effect of creating a film ideal in people’s
mind who, often, have virtual ideals and expectations of reality far from what
it actually is [Hartmann08]. This process of viewer involvement is made even
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more effective, by showing gossip mobile telephemes. Gossip has an extremely
important role in modern society and people are attracted, unequivocally, by
other people gossiping. For this reason filmmakers have embodied the model
of gossip in their art form [Fortunati08]. Overall, this creates a trans-medial
product in which the representation of the everyday man becomes an ideal su-
per hero[Bull06]. Interestingly, though, when all these media are used together,
they change social value perceptions and prejudices more than when they are
used singularly[Fortunati08]. However, on one side, Fox [Fox01] states that me-
diated communication is making the urban man escape from his oppressive life
style through perpetual mediated contact. On the other hand, the representa-
tion of the lonely man on his mobile is a demonstration of how distorted the
general perception of reality is becoming. People are becoming lonelier and,
contemporaneously, are loosing contact with physical communication substitut-
ing it with virtual surrogates [Castells96]. As Katz [Katz06] says “The mobile
phone is the synecdoche of the modern condition”.
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